


HKU-UCL Symposium 

Creating, Re-shaping, Enhancing and Measuring Value in Urban Space 
 

Date:         23 October 2017 (Monday) 

Time:         5:00 - 8:00 pm 

Venue:         Lecturer Room 419, 4/F, Knowles Building, Main Campus, HKU 

          Room 416 Lobby, 4/F, Knowles Building, Main Campus, HKU (Cocktails) 

Moderator: Professor Chris Webster, Dean, Faculty of Architecture, HKU 

Time Run-down of Events Speakers / Facilitators 

4:30 - 5:00 pm Registration 
 

Ms Kannex Chu 
Executive Assistant for Research 
Faculty of Architecture, HKU 

5:00 - 5:05 pm Welcome Remarks 
 

Professor Chris Webster 
Dean, Faculty of Architecture, HKU 

5:05 - 5:15 pm Presentation 
 

Professor Alan Penn              
Dean, Bartlett Faculty of the Built 
Environment         
The Bartlett 

5:15 - 5:25 pm Facilitated Discussion  All members 

5:25 - 5:35 pm Presentation Professor Nasrine Seraji 
Head/Professor, Department of Architecture 
Faculty of Architecture, HKU 

5:35 - 5:45 pm Facilitated Discussion  All members 

5:45 - 5:55 pm Presentation Professor Claudio De Magalhães  
Professor of Urban Management & 
Regeneration 
Chair in Urban Management & Regeneration          
The Bartlett School of Planning 

5:55 - 6:05 pm Facilitated Discussion  All members 

6:05 - 6:15 pm Presentation Professor Andrew Edkins 
Director Bartlett Real Estate Institute 
The Bartlett 

6:15 - 6:25 pm Facilitated Discussion  All members 

6:25 - 6:35 pm Presentation Dr Claire McAndrew            
Director of Research    
Institute for Digital Innovation in the Built 
Environment 
The Bartlett 

6:35 - 6:45 pm Facilitated Discussion  All members 

6:45 - 7:00 pm Q & A Session All members 

7:00 - 8:00 pm Cocktails All members 
 



 

Faculty of Architecture 

The University of Hong Kong 
 



Professor Chris Webster  

Dean and Chair Professor, Faculty of Architecture, The University of 

Hong Kong 

 

Prof. Chris Webster is Dean of the Faculty of Architecture, the 

University of Hong Kong, and leads the HKUrbanLab. He has degrees in 

urban planning, computer science, economics and economic 

geography and is a leading urban theorist and spatial economic 

modeller.  He has published over 150 scholarly papers on the idea of spontaneous urban order 

and received over US$20M grants for research and teaching and learning projects. He was co-

editor of Environment and Planning B for ten years. Books include Webster and Lai (2003) 

Property Rights, Planning and Markets, Cheltenham, Edward Elgar; Glasze, Webster and Frantz, 

(2006) Private Cities, London, Routledge; Wu, Webster, He and Liu, (2010) Urban Poverty in China, 

Cheltenham: Edward Elgar; and Wu and Webster (Editors) Marginalisation in Urban China. 

London: Palgrave McMillan; and Sarkar, Webster and Gallacher (2014) Healthy Cities: Public Health 

Through Urban Planning. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar. Professor Webster has nine prize-winning 

academic papers on urban theory.  

 

He has many research interests on the go, including leading HKU’s Healthy High Density Cities 

research group. His current research agenda for this group is to establish systematic evidence for 

the relationship between urban configuration (planned and spontaneous) and individual health. To 

do this he has teamed up with the Oxford University based UKBiobank (N=500,000), the HKU LKS 

Faculty of Medicine’s Family cohort (N=40,000) and other national-scale epidemiology studies 

(N=500,000) to create large-scale medical- built-environment platforms for healthy-city science. He 

also co-leads HKU’s One Belt One Road Observatory (OBORObs), which has the objective of 

modelling and predicting connectivity improvements in the Eurasian urban network and advising 

city governments on smart land policy to capture more of the land value uplift of OBOR 

infrastructure for the urban poor. 

  



Professor Nasrine Seraji, AA dipl RIBA 
Founder and Principal, Atelier Seraji Architectes et Associés (ASAA)  
Professor and Head, Department of Architecture, The University of 
Hong Kong 
 

After studying at the Architectural Association and practising in 

London, Seraji moved to Paris in 1989 to establish her studio where 

architecture is treated as both a cultural debate and a practice. Since 

then, she has pursued a path constantly enriched by her simultaneous 

engagement in architectural practice, teaching, and research. She has 

lectured and exhibited her work widely in Europe and North America, 

as well as China and South East Asia. 

 

Between 1993 and 2001, Seraji taught at Columbia University in New York, at the Architectural 

Association in London as Diploma Unit Master, and Princeton University as Visiting Professor. 

Seraji was Professor and Chair of the Department of Architecture at Cornell University from 2001 

to 2005. 

 

In 2006, she returned to the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna where she held the position of 

Professor of Ecology, Sustainability and Conservation, as well as Head of the Institute for Art and 

Architecture through until 2012. She was Dean of the École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture 

Paris-Malaquais for ten years (formerly the École des Beaux-Arts) between 2006-2016.  She was 

appointed centennial visiting professor of design at Hong Kong University in January 2014. She 

is currently Professor and Head of the department of Architecture at the University of Hong Kong. 

 

Architect of the award-winning Temporary American Centre in Paris, Seraji has completed 

several notable buildings and projects, including apartment buildings in Vienna, student housing 

in Paris and an extension to the School of Architecture in Lille, the latter were both nominated 

for the Mies Van der Rohe Prize. She continues to participate in competitions of varying types 

and complexities, ranging from urban design master plans and institutional buildings to small 

houses and installations. 

 

Current projects in progress include a building complex in Paris for the Paris Transportation 

Authority comprised of 213 housing units and a bus depot will be inaugurated in November; 

competitions for student housing and affordable housing as well as large-scale urban plans in 

the French cities of le Rheu, and Pau. 

 



A recent housing project brought the prestigious prize of Mention de l’Équerre d’Argent to her 

practice this year.  

 

Seraji first received the medal for Chevalier des Arts et des Letters from the Minister of Culture 

in France in 2006 for her role as an architect contributing to excellence in art and humanities. In 

2008, she was awarded the medal of Chevalier dans l’Ordre National du Mérite by Presidential 

decree. In the same year she was also awarded the Medaille d’Argent by the French Academy of 

Architecture for her contribution to academic endeavours in architecture. Most recently, in July 

2011, she received the Chevalier de l’Ordre National de la Légion d’Honneur, one of the highest 

degrees of honour in France. She was promoted to the rank of Officier de l’Ordre Nationale du 

Mérite, by the President of the French Republic in May 2016. 

  



The Bartlett 
University College London



Dean Professor Alan Penn 

The Bartlett 

 

Alan is the Dean of the Bartlett faculty of the Built Environment and 

a founding director of Space Syntax Ltd, a UCL knowledge transfer 

spin‐out with a portfolio of over 100 applied projects per year, 

including whole city masterplans, neighbourhood development 

plans and individual buildings. Alan has been a regular visitor to 

China over the past decade and, under his leadership, The Bartlett is 

forging ever‐closer relations with China and enjoying increasing 

levels of collaboration.  

 

Alan was the founding Chair of the RIBA’s Research and Innovation Committee, and has chaired 

Architecture and Built Environment sub‐panels as part of the UK’s review of the quality of 

university research outputs in these areas. He was Principal Investigator on the City History and 

Multi‐scale Spatial Master‐planning ： UK‐China Research Network, funded by the UK’s 

Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.   

 

Alan’s research focuses on understanding the way that the design of the built environment 

affects the patterns of social and economic behaviour of organisations and communities. In 

order to investigate these issues he has developed both research methodologies and software 

tools. These are known as ‘space syntax’ methods. Current research includes the development 

of agent-based simulations of human behaviour, the development of spatio‐temporal 

representations of built environments, investigations of urban spatial networks and the 

application of these techniques in studies of urban sustainability in the broadest sense, covering 

social, economic, environmental and institutional dimensions. 

  



Professor Claudio De Magalhães  

Professor of Urban Management and Regeneration, Bartlett School 

of Planning 

 

Prof De Magalhães has a background in architecture and urban 

planning. In the early stages of his career, he worked for 12 years as 

a planner in local and regional government in Brazil. In doing so, he 

acquired considerable experience in urban governance and in the 

management of urban investment programmes for urban and 

regional development.  He has worked as an academic in the UK 

since the mid‐1990s, first at Newcastle University and since 1999 at  

UCL. His interests have been in planning and the governance of the built environment, property 

development processes and urban regeneration policy, the management of urban quarters, and 

the provision and governance of public space. 

 

Prof De Magalhães has conducted research for British research councils, professional bodies 

such as the RICS, CABE, UK government departments and local authorities and published widely 

on property markets and globalisation, capacity building for urban governance, the relationship 

between urban governance, the built environment and property markets, business 

improvement districts and the provision and management of public spaces. His most recent 

research looks at the relationship between planning policies and perceptions of risk in the 

housebuilding industry.   

 

Prof De Magalhães was co‐founder and for many years, the director of the Bartlett’s RTPI-and 

RICS‐accredited MSc Programme in Urban Regeneration and now directs the also RTPI‐ and RICS 

accredited MSc Programme in International Real Estate and Planning. He teaches in both 

programmes and supervises a number of PhD students working on topics ranging from urban 

regeneration to public space to planning and property markets. 

 

 

  



Professor Andrew Edkins  

Director, Bartlett Real Estate Institute  

 

Prof Edkins is at heart a ‘projects man’ dealing with real-world built 

environment related projects and their management issues. His 

expertise is centred on complex and major projects and he is a strong 

supporter of the school of thinking that is looks to extend and 

broaden the concept of project management to become ‘the 

management of projects’. Critically, this looks at the context from 

which the project emerges and the strategic management issues 

that arise. This perspective has been achieved after many years 

working on major construction projects using complex procurement systems. 

 

Selected past research highlights  

 Joint author of two books on the Private Finance Initiative  

 Research grants on project risk identification, complex refurbishment management, 

operational cost and performance of UK PFI/PPP schools and hospitals  

 Part of the major research grant that established the International Centre for Infrastructure 

Futures  

 Award for the journal paper on the topic of the ‘front‐end’ of projects and its management  

 

Teaching Summary  

1997 - 1999   Course Director (joint): MSc Construction Refurbishment Management  

2004 - 2012   Course Director: MSc Strategic Management of Projects  

2012 - 2016   Director of the Bartlett School of Construction and Project Management  

 

*New* Bartlett Real Estate Institute (BREI) 

Launching later in 2017 and located in the iconic London Olympic Park, BREI will look afresh at 

how we define and multiple forms of value generated within and from real estate and the built 

environment. 

 

The BREI will move beyond the narrowly held view that ‘real estate’ is buildings, which are just 

investment opportunities and tradable assets, to a wider understanding of the societal, 

environmental and economic value of real estate. 

  



Dr Claire McAndrew  

Director of Research, Institute for Digital Innovation in the Built 

Environment 

 

Dr McAndrew has spent the last eight years collaborating on national 

and international digital innovation projects that traverse 

communication and interaction design, social science and the built 

environment. In 2014 she was awarded a UK Research Council (AHRC) 

Fellowship on Future Cities. She joined The Bartlett in 2011, 

receiving her Chartered Psychologist status the same year. Prior to 

joining The Bartlett, Dr McAndrew worked at University of the Arts 

London (2008/11) in the design research group Information 

Environments.  

 

Combining social science insight and design‐led thinking, Dr McAndrew’s research focuses on 

the possibilities of design and digital innovation within the built environment for transformative 

social and cultural effect. 

 

She has collaborated on projects relating to human wellbeing, security and resilience, digital 

public space, the value and impact of design, re/thinking BIM at the city‐scale, and speculative 

digital futures in the global south. These have been in partnership with the UK Science and 

Innovation Network, Future Cities Catapult, British Council, BBC and Centre for the Protection of 

National Infrastructure amongst others. She recently co‐curated Power to the Citizen! bringing 

community groups, academics and digital practitioners into dialogue, creating a manifesto for 

citizen‐led digital city‐making. Dr McAndrew has delivered papers on digital innovation at 

international conferences — from Berlin to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Amsterdam, Brussels, 

Delhi and Hong Kong. She has published internationally and was commissioned in 2012 to co‐

author a set of design guidelines for UK government on interactive communications in public 

spaces. Collaborative installations have been exhibited at FACT (Foundation for Art and Creative 

Technology) in Liverpool and London’s Southbank Centre, as well as internationally at Khōj 

International Artists’ Association and India Habitat Centre in Delhi and Gwangju Design Biennale 

2015 in South Korea. 

 

Dr McAndrew teaches Digital Innovation: Collaborative Practice, alongside Space and Workplace 

Management on the newly launched MSc Digital Innovation in Built Asset Management. She has 

delivered guest lectures at The Bartlett on MSc Facility and Environment Management, MSc 

Environmental Design and Engineering and MSc Light and Lighting, alongside MA 



Communication Design at Central Saint Martins at University of the Arts London. Her supervision 

of dissertations and involvement of postgraduate students in research projects and workshops 

makes possible learning through dialogue and critical enquiry, with students seen as co‐

producers of knowledge — the cross‐faculty partnership with the Design Computation Lab at 

The Bartlett School of Architecture is one such example. Dr McAndrew also contributes in an 

advisory capacity to The Bartlett Future Cities Doctoral Network, a series established in 2014 

that aims to critically explore the uncertainty and complexity arising from our collective urban 

futures. 
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